**GENERAL NOTES**

1. Bracket arm, mounting and pole heights to be shown on plans.
2. 3’-0” dia. circular foundation may be used in place of 2’-6” sq. foundation.
3. All bases shall be poured to 4.5” below sidewalk grade, to allow for 4.5” thick grout.
4. The area around all standards shall be formed and poured with grout to extend 6” beyond edge of foundation, on each side of standard from back of curb to front of standard. Grout shall be poured from top of base to sidewalk grade. Grout shall consist of 2 parts sand and 1 part cement.
5. Each pole shall have a pull box, see STD 204.
6. Fuse holder shall be located in adjacent pull box, see STD 205.
7. All threaded connections shall have pre-approved anti-seize compound.
8. See pole leveling detail to the right.
9. For pole wiring, see STD 205.
10. Pole numbering shall be 1” black vinyl self-adhesive numbers on 1” x 6” reflective backing installed in a vertical orientation.
11. Wiring from adjacent pull box to luminaires shall be 
   #10 AWG insulated stranded copper (non-grounded conductors) and #12 AWG solid copper ground. Match color code of circuit.
12. Pole door hand hole fasteners to be tamper resistant, stainless steel.

**ELEVATION**

- Set back per plan & ADA reqs. 1’-8”
- 6” dia. PVC schedule 40 conduit
- 2’-6” sq. dia. circular
- 6’’ dia.
- 18” min.
- 1/2” dia.
- 5’’ thick grout
- 1” x 36” x 4” galvanized anchor bolt with galvanized nut and (2) washers. Extend 3 1/2” above top of foundation.

**BASE DETAIL**

- 3’ dia. circular
- 2’-6” sq.
- Finishing surface: 1” min. typ.
- 1” 3 1/2”
- 5” min. epoxy-coating below threads
- Install anti-seize compound to threads
- Door opening faces street
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